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Abstract
Brief, high-frequency bursts are commonly observed in neuronal recordings and are thought
to represent a special neural code. Bursts have variable durations and spike counts which can
encode stimulus variables. Here we examine how a burst duration code can be read out by
synapses with short-term dynamics. We /nd that synapses can be tuned to preferentially respond
to speci/c burst durations and the published range of facilitation and depression time-scales
matches the typical burst patterns. These /ndings demonstrate the decodability of a neural code
based on burst duration.
c 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Short-term plasticity is a prevalent property of synapses [16]. Facilitation and depression may have di8erent strengths, time constants [2,15] and may be expressed at
a distinct class of synapses [4,7,12,13] or alternatively a single synapse may express
multiple forms of short-term plasticity [3,5]. Computational investigations have suggested a number of functional consequences of short-term synaptic plasticity. Synaptic
depression has been proposed to serve as a gain control mechanism in cortical circuits [1,14]. Synaptic facilitation was suggested to transmit bursts but /lter out single
spikes [11].
We have previously shown that burst discharges carry graded information in their
duration and spike count both in a biophysical model [8,10] and in thalamic relay cells
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recorded in vivo [9]. Here we show how the combination of synaptic facilitation and
depression allows synapses to read this burst duration code.
2. Methods
We used a synaptic model developed by Tsodyks and Markram [14]. The probability
of release, P, changes as the function of the inter-spike intervals (ISIn = tn+1 − tn ) due
to the interaction of depression and facilitation processes. The probability of release,
P = D · F follows the equations
Fn = U + Fn−1 (1 − U ) exp(−ISIn−1 = F );

(1)

Dn = 1 + (Dn−1 (1 − Fn−1 ) − 1) exp(−ISIn−1 = D );

(2)

where F0 = U and D0 = 1. Thus, the dynamics of a synapse are determined by the
parameter triplet (U; F ; D ).
We used the model bursting neuron described in [10]. The neuron was stimulated
with a random current input (white noise with a 5 Hz cuto8 frequency). The mean
current was 1:2 nA with a standard deviation of 0:7 nA. Bursts were identi/ed using
an 8 ms inter-spike interval threshold.
3. Results
3.1. Facilitating synapses can correctly read a burst duration code
We simulated a model bursting neuron with random current injections [10] and used
the resulting spike train for all of our synaptic simulations. The spike train was segmented into bursts using an 8 ms inter-spike interval threshold. As we have previously
shown these bursts signal the slope of the current input in a graded manner [10]. Fig. 1
shows, however, that the input–output relation is not monotonic. The mean input slope

Fig. 1. (A) Burst duration signals the slope of the input current. Each cluster represents a given spike count.
(B) Total burst eGcacy (sum of the release probabilities for each spike in a burst) increases as a function
the input slope. A facilitating synapse was used with the parameters U = 0:05; F = 5 ms; D = 200 ms. (C)
EGcacy (probability of release) for the 2nd spike of each burst also increases as a function of slope.
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Fig. 2. (A1) Synaptic tuning curves. The mean relative release probability is plotted as a function of spike
count. Each curve represents a synapse having a di8erent initial probability of release, U . The synaptic time
constants are F = 30 ms and D = 200 ms. The tuning curves are normalized to their maximum, which
could be physiologically accomplished by post-synaptic scaling. (A2) Preferred burst duration is a function
of the initial release probability, U . (B1) Synaptic tuning varies with the synaptic facilitation time constant,
F . The synaptic parameters are U = 0:06 and D = 250 ms. (B2) Preferred burst duration is a function of
the facilitation time constant.

increases as a function of the number of spikes per burst. However, within a given
spike count larger slopes are actually signaled by shorter bursts. Fig. 1B shows that this
burst duration code can be read out correctly and monotonically using a facilitating
synapse. Because shorter bursts of a given spike count contain higher frequencies,
facilitating synapses increase their probability of release. Thus the overall eGcacy of a
burst increases monotonically as a function of slope. Because the intra-burst frequency
also increases as a function of slope, it is also possible to read out the code before the
burst is over. Fig. 1C shows that the probability of release for the second spike in a
burst also increases monotonically.
3.2. Tuning a synapse to speci;c burst durations
Since di8erent burst durations encode di8erent stimuli it might be useful to respond
to speci/c bursts better and other bursts less. This is possible to achieve by combining
short-term synaptic facilitation and short-term depression. We passed a simulated spike
train containing bursts of di8erent durations through dynamic synapses with di8erent
parameters. Fig. 2A1 shows that the mean synaptic response can either increase or
decrease as a function of burst duration. Here, the synaptic response is calculated as
the mean probability of release across all spikes of a burst for a given burst duration.
The synaptic tuning curve is then normalized to have a maximum value of 1. Synapses
can be tuned to a preferred burst duration by changing the initial probability of release
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Fig. 3. (A) The mean and standard deviation of the /rst inter-spike interval of bursts for di8erent burst
durations. Longer bursts have shorter initial ISIs, thus higher intra-burst frequencies. (B) Total burst eGcacy
(relative sum of the release probabilities for each burst) for di8erent burst durations. Synaptic parameters are
F = 20 ms; D = 1 s and U = {0:1; 0:4; 1}. Longer bursts result in smaller responses at strongly depressing
synapses. Tuning curves are normalized to their maximum.

(Fig. 2A2). The initial probability of release determines whether depression or facilitation dominates during a burst. High-probability synapses tend to depress and their
mean response decreases, while low-probability synapses facilitate and their mean response increases as a function of burst duration. Depending on the balance between
facilitation and depression processes, intermediate burst durations may be preferred.
Fig. 2B shows that burst duration tuning can also be achieved by adjusting the
facilitation time constant of a synapse. Changing the facilitation time constant also has
the e8ect of changing the balance between facilitation and depression.
So far we have considered only one measure of synaptic response: the relative mean
release probability. Is it possible to tune a synapse to respond more overall to a shorter
burst (with fewer spikes) than to a longer one? At /rst sight, this seems like an
impossible task. Amazingly, this can be accomplished because of the correlations within
intra-burst spikes. A large class bursting mechanism generates longer bursts with higher
intra-burst frequencies [9,10]. Fig. 3A shows that the mean /rst inter-spike interval
decreases for longer bursts. Recall, that depressing synapses respond less to higher
frequencies [1]. As a result a strongly depressing synapse can respond less to longer
bursts (Fig. 3B). In this case, the strength of depression determines the burst duration
tuning of a synapse.

4. Discussion
Bursting neurons generate a special neural code by variations in the burst duration
and spike count per burst [8–10]. Here we examined how a burst duration code can
be decoded by synapses.
Our simulations demonstrate that synapses can preferentially respond to speci/c burst
durations (Fig. 2). This occurs due to a competition between facilitation and depression
processes. Since synaptic facilitation has a shorter time constant, it will dominate the
initial response to a burst, increasing the probability of release. However, as the burst
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duration increases synaptic depression tends to dominate, decreasing the probability of
release. Therefore, when a synapse both facilitates and depresses (as do most cortical
synapses, e.g. [7,12]) a characteristic burst duration emerges for which facilitation is
maximal before depression starts dominating.
We used a simple stochastic synapse model [14] and found that burst duration tuning
could be achieved using the published range of parameters [7,12]. Surprisingly, tuning
was possible by changing both the time constants of synapses as well as their initial
release probability. While traditional learning algorithms only tune the overall strength a
synapse, our results suggest that the facilitation and depression time constants also play
a signi/cant role when reading a burst duration code. Interestingly, recent experimental
observation show that synaptic time constants do change during cortical plasticity [6].
These results show that a burst duration code can be naturally decoded by the synaptic release machinery. As a consequence we propose that the observed heterogeneity in
synaptic parameters is an indication that cortical synapses are tuned to speci/c burst
durations.
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